Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)
Course Overview
Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) focuses on getting managers, supervisors, maintenance personnel
and equipment operators working together to improve productivity by drastically reducing unscheduled
equipment downtime. Please find below a list of training topics typically covered in this two-day
workshop. To help us better understand your organizations specific TPM training needs, we recommend
a discussion with key personnel prior to the training. We can then tailor the course materials to
maximize effectiveness. By the end of this workshop, you will be able to immediately apply what you
have learned to help keep your organization’s equipment up and running. Key training topics include:
•
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•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5S – the basics of using 5S principles in TPM
Visual Factory – How to create the visual system
Maintenance Readiness – How equipped is maintained to respond
Maintenance tracking – What systems are used to track maintenance response and uptime
Defining wastes – How to identify waste by using a simple mapping processes
Andon systems – Creating simple cost effective systems
Quick Changeovers –identifying ways of reducing change over time
Separating work of PM’s – operator / maintenance pm
Inventory Control – creating a parts usage matrix and KANBAN system
Creating the PM schedule – how to establish and continuously improve
Identifying gaps and leakage within the system
Training – Operator, maintenance
Sustaining the TPM system

Who Should Attend
This workshop is for anyone seeking to reduce unscheduled equipment downtime.
Course Prerequisites
There are no prerequisites for this training course.
Course Duration
This course will take 2-days (16-hours) to complete.
Training Course Fees
ETI Group can present this training program at your facility. Your cost, including workbooks and
handouts for up to twelve participants is $3,600. Additional participants, up to a maximum of twenty
people will cost an additional $75 per person. Please note that this includes “tailoring” of the training
materials to meet specific learning needs of your organization. For more information please contact:
ETI GROUP:

Tel: (360) 681-2188 or (503) 484-5979 or Email: info@etigroupusa.com

